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CHAT

A
A/B TESTING  is a marketing research tool that uses experimentation to 

determine best practices. An example of an A/B test would be if a nonprofit 

had their CTA appear blue to half their visitors and red to the other half. The 

organization would then compare click-through rates from the two groups to 

find out which CTA is more effective. A useful A/B test should keep all other 

qualities constant between the two versions so the variable being tested is the 

only explanation for a difference in performance.

APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACES (APIs)  allow 

different computer programs to work together. They are a set of requirements 

and processes through which two programs can exchange data. For example, 

when using the music streaming program, Spotify, you can have updates of the 

music you are listening to show up on Facebook. This is because APIs allow the 

two programs to communicate. Even if you’ve never heard of them, you probably 

use APIs all the time to make purchases and view maps online.

B
BLOG  is short for “web log.” A web page composed of posts listed 

chronologically, usually beginning with the most recent. Originally, most blogs 

were written and managed by individuals for personal use, but blogs are an 

increasingly important tool for businesses and nonprofit organizations.

C
CALL-TO-ACTION (CTA)  is a clickable graphic that asks the site’s visitors 

to engage with the organization. Users click on a CTA button to donate, learn 

more, or create a fundraising page. They are then sent to a landing page. 

CHAT  Chatting online is similar to a face-to-face conversation. Text messages 

are sent in real time to users. While chatting usually involves participants 

sitting down to their computers at the same time, comments are often left for 

participants to respond to later.

CHURN  is the number of people leaving a service or subscription, due to 

opting out or issues like an expired credit card. Churn impacts the overall growth 

of an organization; if you are gaining 25 recurring donors each month but 3 

people opt out and 2 donors’ cards expire, you have a net gain 20 recurring 

donors.

CLICK THROUGH RATE (CTR)  is used to measure the effectiveness 

of an ad or email in getting viewers to click on a link. It is a ratio of the number of 

clicks generated divided by the number of people who viewed the ad or email. 

In the case of ads, it is the number of people who clicked on the ad divided 

by the number of people who viewed the ad. For emails, CTR is measured by 

the number of people who clicked on one or more links within the message. 

Marketers want to maximize their CTR.

Action Against Hunger displays two CTAs on their homepage.
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM)COMMENT

COMMENT  Many blogs and social media sites have a comments section. 

This is a list of remarks from various users all in one place. Comments can be 

in response either to the page’s content or in response to previous comments. 

Unlike chatting, comment threads often develop over time, with participants 

posting and leaving the site, then sometimes coming back to continue the 

conversation.

CONTENT  Content takes many forms: blog posts, podcasts, white papers, 

ebooks, photos, videos, social media posts and more. Marketers use content 

to attract donors by offering them something valuable, be it entertaining or 

informative.

CONTENT MARKETING  As opposed to intrusive advertising, content 

marketing seeks to attract customers or donors by creating valuable content that 

people opt into. Instead of buying space in media, organizations create their own 

media that people choose to engage with.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)  As its name suggests, 

a CMS allows users to edit and publish content to their website and other 

platforms. It provides a hub for all the content an organization uses to create their 

online presence.

CONVERSION PATH  The series of steps between when a visitor first 

encounters an offer and when they submit the form, converting into a lead. 

Conversion paths are an essential component to inbound marketing. By 

completing the conversion path, the respondent is opting into further contact 

with the organization.

CREATIVE COMMONS  A category of content licenses that allows the 

free use and sharing of copyrighted material. There are several forms of a creative 

commons licenses with different regulations, such as required attribution, no 

derivative works, and non-commercial use. Content available through creative 

commons can be a valuable resource for organizations to use when creating 

blog posts and other content.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM)  is a 

computer system for managing an organization’s contacts, customers, and leads. 

In the case of nonprofits, the system organizes and automates interactions with 

current and potential donors.

D
DRIP CAMPAIGN  is an inbound marketing strategy which is often used 

by for-profit businesses but can be adapted to attract donors. The organization 

creates an automated set of emails to slowly build engagement and trust with a 

donor, with the eventual goal of securing donations.

E
EBOOK  is a book (or sometimes document) that is readable on an electronic 

device, such as a laptop, tablet, or smartphone. While the term is used to refer 

to a digital copy of a printed book, there are also many ebooks that are only 

available online. Content marketers also create ebooks for users to download, 

however, these documents are often much shorter than the average printed 

book. This type of marketing content is also called a “white paper.”

EMAIL  is short for electronic mail, email is a primary form of business 

communication. Through email providers such as Yahoo, Google, or Outlook, 
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FORMEMBED

FORM  Typically filled out to claim an offer, forms are a series of fields that a 

website visitor can fill out, either to claim content or to contact the form’s host. 

Forms allow visitors to opt-in to receive emails and other content from you. This 

is one of the final steps in the conversion path.

users can send messages including text, photos, videos, and links to  

their contacts.

EMBED  When you embed content on your website, you enter the code that 

allows the video, image etc. to appear on your site or blog. For example, if you 

want to feature a Youtube video on your site, embedding it will allow visitors to 

watch the video directly on your site rather than following a link from your site to 

Youtube. You can also embed tweets and other social media content.

ENGAGEMENT  When you engage someone you attract and hold their 

attention. In reference to digital media, engagement is when a visitor takes a 

more participatory role. Engagement includes commenting, sharing, “liking,” 

linking, and other activities. 

F
FAVORITE  When you view a tweet, a clickable star will appear nearby. When 

a user clicks on the star, they “favorite” the post. It is the equivalent of “liking” 

content on Facebook.

This form allows users to sign up for Possible’s impact newsletter.

The tweet below from Philanthropy News Digest shows how hashtags can be placed 

within a message or tagged onto the end. Including “#ClimateChange” will allow this 

tweet to show up if a user searches for tweets on climate change. It will also show up 

for users searching #Environment and #philanthropy.

SHOFCO’s Twitter feed displays the latest 

news from their organization.

FEED  A web feed or news feed is 

a collection of data that is frequently 

updated. Twitter users have a Twitter 

feed which is updated when someone 

they follow tweets. If that user 

retweets some content from their 

feed, the content then shows up in the 

feed of all the user’s followers.

H
HASHTAG (#)  Hashtags are a word or phrase (preceded by the # symbol) 

included in a post to help make it easy to find and group with related posts. 
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INSTANT MESSAGINGINBOUND LINK

INSTANT MESSAGING (IM)  Instant messaging is a form of online 

chatting in which users can send and receive text-based messages in real-time. 

Instant messaging often occurs between two known contacts, rather than 

anonymous strangers.

K
KEYWORD  A word or phrase related to your organization. Keywords are often 

entered as search queries, and using them skillfully can help your website get 

found. Placing appropriate key words in your title, headings, and content tells a 

search engine what a page is about. 

Note:  If your organization seeks to increase voter turnout, some keywords would 

be “register to vote,” “where to vote,” “ID for voting,” or “help voting.” These are terms 

people might search if they wanted to learn more about voting and by placing these 

terms on your web pages, you are telling the search engine “I can help!”

L
LANDING PAGE  A landing page is used to gather contact information 

from a website visitor. Transactional landing pages offer some content or value in 

exchange for this information. They usually include a form for the visitor to fill out 

and the organization then uses the contact information to reach out later.

LEAD NURTURING  Lead nurturing is another name for drip campaigns, 

an inbound marketing strategy which is often used by for-profit businesses but 

can be adapted to attract donors. The organization creates an automated set of 

emails to slowly build engagement and trust with a donor, with the eventual goal 

of securing donations. 

Hashtags are used on Facebook, Instagram, and other forms of social media, but 

they are most prevalent on Twitter.

I
INBOUND LINK  Also known as backlinks, these are links on other 

webpages that take users to your site. They are an important tool for SEO and to 

determine where your traffic is coming from. Inbound links from reputable sites 

can add credibility to your site.

INBOUND MARKETING  Inbound marketing involves creating content to 

attract donors and making yourself easy to find. It is sometimes called permission 

marketing because your audience makes the choice to learn more or take 

advantage of an offer. When done well, inbound marketing doesn’t just gain 

donations for an organization, it also breeds advocates who promote you and 

your content.

An infographic from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

INFOGRAPHIC 

 Short for information 

graphic, this is a 

visual representation 

of data. The goal is 

to present a large or 

complex set of data in 

an easy-to-understand 

and cohesive image. 

Infographics may include diagrams, statistics, graphs, charts, and text.
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PAY PER CLICK (PPC)LIKE

and 2 of them click on the subject line to view the full message, you have an 

open rate of 2%.

P
PAY PER CLICK (PPC)  A form of paid internet advertising. Rather than 

purchasing ad space like in a newspaper, companies pay the host site each time 

the ad is clicked. The user who clicks is then redirected to the advertiser’s web 

page. The more people who click on the ad, the more the host site receives. Pay 

per click can operate on a flat rate per click or can work on a system in which 

advertisers bid against each other.

PERSONA  A detailed profile of a donor or constituent that represents a 

segment of your audience. The profile includes some fiction, such as a specific 

name and age, but other characteristics are based on real qualities of your 

donors. Most organizations will have more than one donor persona. Personas 

help you understand your audience and market more effectively. You can look at 

an appeal and ask “how would Persona A react to this?”

LIKE  On some social networks, if a user agrees with or approves of the content 

you have posted, they can click a “Like” button. A tally of the number of likes a 

post has received usually appears alongside it. “Likes” are best known for their use 

on Facebook. Other social networks have similar features. Twitter, for instance, 

allows you to “favorite” a tweet. The marketing value of Facebook “likes” and 

similar measures is unclear.

M
MEME  An image or idea that spreads quickly through the internet. Memes 

often have a variable element that allows each user to personalize their use of it. 

Memes are frequently shared through blogs and other social media.

MOBILE OPTIMIZATION  Crafting your web site or content for viewing 

on mobile devices like smartphones and tablets. Because mobile devices 

have different operating systems and screen sizes, content designed only for 

computers may display incorrectly. Optimizing for mobile devices means making 

sure your content is viewable and usable for users on smartphones and tablets.

O
OFFER  In content marketing, an offer is a proposed exchange between 

an organization and the visitor (lead). For example, a business may offer a 

free webinar to visitors in exchange for their name and email address. The 

organization or business produces content or some other value, which the visitor 

claims by submitting their contact information.

OPEN RATE  This is the ratio expressing how many of your email recipients 

actually open the message. For example, if you send an email to 100 subscribers 

The Know Your Donors Field Guide provides templates for creating donor personas.
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with 500 Twitter followers tweets an image, then it appears in the feeds of those 

500 people. If a follower shares that image (in this case called retweeting), it will 

be sent to all of their followers. Content reaches many more people when your 

audience shares it. You can share content on most social networks like Facebook, 

Twitter, and LinkedIn.

R
RETWEET  Retweeting is a form of sharing on twitter. When you view a tweet, 

a “retweet” button will appear alongside it. When a user retweets content, it is 

sent out to their own followers, thereby amplifying the number of people who 

see it.

RESPONSIVE DESIGN  A form of web design aimed at providing the best 

user experience on any device. In other words, the design of the site adapts to be 

functional and readable whether the user is on a laptop, tablet, or smartphone. 

Mobile optimization is one goal of responsive design.

RSS FEED (RICH SITE SUMMARY OR REALLY SIMPLE 

SYNDICATION)  An RSS feed is a frequently updated list of content from 

sources that the user subscribes to. Rather than visiting their favorite news sites 

and blogs one by one, the user can have new posts automatically sent to their 

RSS feed and view the content all in one place. Users view an RSS feed through 

an RSS reader, the software that gathers and presents the content.

S
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION  Processes intended to improve 

a website’s visibility in search engines. Generally the first few sites listed in search 

results get the most traffic, so you want your site to be as high on the list as 

possible. SEO strategies make adjustments to keywords, headings, URLs, and 

other factors considered by search engines.

SHARES  Also called a “social share,” this is when someone chooses to share a 

piece of content to their personal social network. For example, if an organization 

The blog post below has icons for readers to share the post on various social 

networks.

SKYPE  An online communication platform allowing voice calls, video calls, 

and instant messaging. Users can also make phone calls from their computer to 

a mobile phone or landline. Skype is essentially a free video phone and instant 

messenger.

SLIDESHARE  SlideShare is an online platform for slideshows and other 

content. It is primarily used to share slides from business presentations. Slides can 

also be made public so that strangers can discover your content.
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WEBINARSOCIAL MEDIA

social contact, the term draws a comparison between sharable content and 

communicable disease.

W
WEBINAR  A web-based seminar or presentation. The meeting can include 

participants from many remote locations, communicating through text, video, 

and voice chat. Slideshows and videos can be shared and users can share their 

computer screen so that all attendees see the same content.

WHITE PAPER  A long-form piece of content that a business or organization 

offers to inform and advise the user. Often taking the form of a report or guide, 

these documents are used in inbound marketing/content marketing to attract 

and appeal to the creator’s audience. For instance, this glossary is a white paper.

SOCIAL MEDIA  Online communities that rely on user-generated content 

to exchange information, images, and videos. They are highly interactive and take 

many forms such as collaborative encyclopedias and online video game play. The 

most important social media hubs for nonprofits are Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, 

Instagram, LinkedIn, and blogs. 

SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING  The increasing power of social media 

has created the field of social media monitoring, which involves overseeing 

and managing an organization’s presence on various social media platforms. 

Nonprofits can identify marketing opportunities by monitoring how many people 

engage with their brand on a given platform. Social media monitoring can also 

help organizations identify problems or controversies by listening to what the 

public is saying about them.

T
TWEET CHAT  A discussion among Twitter users. Users include a hashtag to 

their comments, which allows the tweets to be grouped together and followed. 

In order for the discussion to occur live and for participants to respond to each 

other, the chats are scheduled like any other meeting. Many take place on a 

weekly or monthly basis. They are similar to phone conferences but instead of 

calling in and speaking, participants tweet using the chat’s hashtag and follow the 

feed.

V
VIRAL  The term “viral” describes content that has spread quickly from person-

to-person, usually through social media, like Twitter or Youtube. Because 

the content is passed from one user to another and reaches people through 
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